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VALE TONY GAISWINKLER – PADDLE TAS LIFE MEMBER 

It is with sadness that in our 50th year, Paddle Tasmania marked the passing of one of the true pioneers 

of canoeing in Tasmania - Tony Gaiswinkler, 73 – who died on the Derwent River, near the Regatta 

Grounds, while out paddling on Wednesday 21 July 2021. 

Fifty years ago, in 1970/71 Tony and a group of 

like-minded, adventurous paddlers in their early 

20s, formed the Derwent Canoe Club. Designing 

and building their own boats and equipment 

they explored wild rivers and Tasmania’s rugged, 

beautiful and at times dangerous coastline. 

Having formed a club, within 12 months Tony 

and the DCC combined with Tasmania’s other 

main clubs to form the Tasmanian Canoe 

Association, now Paddle Tasmania.  

Increasingly in love with expedition sea kayaking 

Tony and others formed a sea kayaking sub-

group within the DCC which later evolved into its 

own club – the Tasmanian Sea Canoeing Club – 

with Tony a Founding, and later Life Member. 

Over almost 50 years with the TSCC Tony held 

every executive position and in less certain 

times early in its existence, is credited by some 

with holding the club together.  

Tony firmly believed that clubs were not only for 

paddling but for creating life-long friendships 

and he mentored and trained new paddlers, 

bringing them into the extended canoeing 

family. He also helped build innumerable sea 

kayaks and equipment and was closely involved 

in Tasmanian sea kayaking design and 

innovations later adopted word-wide.  

Over the years Tony planned and undertook 

previously undreamt-of expeditions and built a 

vast reserve of knowledge and folklore about 

Tasmania’s wildest and remotest coastlines. 

Preparing for the first extended West Coast trip 

ever attempted by kayak, in an era before GPS, 

Google Earth or modern communications, and 

with only rudimentary and often inaccurate Charts, Tony chartered a small plane to survey the coast, 

taking aerial photographs to help map potential safe landing sites and hazards to avoid.  

Ultimately Tony paddled virtually everywhere it was possible to paddle on Tasmanian coastal waters 

and throughout Bass Strait, undertaking extended open ocean crossings, landing on remote and 

treacherous islands, and somehow surviving the stench of guano and seals at some overnight camps. 

He and other Tasmanian Sea Canoeing Club members also undertook international expeditions 

including extended trips around Japan, the South Pacific and Mediterranean islands.  

Having turned 73 Tony was still actively paddling and during the summer of 2021 he completed a Cockle 

Creek to Port Davey and return trip – an epic multi-week expedition, taking in some of the most exposed, 

remote, spectacular and unforgiving coastline in the world. And apparently, he was still using his home-

made dry-bags, made in an era before buying them off-the-shelf was possible.  

Paddle Tasmania, family, friends and all the members of Tasmanian Sea Canoeing Club mourn the loss 

of a true legend and pioneer of Tasmanian paddling.  
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CHAIR’S REPORT 2020-21 

John Borojevic – Chair, Paddle Tasmania 

The 2020-21 year marks the 50th year of Paddle Tasmania’s existence. Having been formed on 

24 October 1971 last year’s AGM was actually our 50th AGM and it slipped us by. But, just like counting 

years of age and birthdays, you start at zero, not at one, so 24 October 2021 is the 50th Anniversary of 

our founding.  

Our 50th year has been a successful one for Paddle Tasmania and its affiliated clubs despite the early 

impacts of COVID-19.  Paddle Tasmania prepared a return to paddling plan for the state and engaged 

closely with the Tasmanian Government and Clubs to ensure that paddle activities could be resumed 

safely and that Tasmanian specific restrictions and requirements were implemented. The COVID-19 

lock-down, although brief in Tasmania, did adversely affect both competitions and education programs. 

Interstate paddlers were unable to travel to Tasmania for a range of competition, training and 

education events, causing cancellations or reduced event size, income and viability and Tasmanian 

competitors were unable to travel interstate or overseas for competition and training.  

However, clubs quickly resumed local paddling activities including recreation and competition, and 

membership bounced back strongly with 458 members across the four Affiliated clubs, up from 452 – 

a 6% increase for the year. Although significant COVID restrictions in Tasmania were relatively short 

compared to other states, the effect seems to have been paddlers having a renewed appreciation for 

social interaction and actively re-engaging with their clubs and events to a greater extent than pre-

COVID.  

One of the year’s major events was the Derwent Canoe Club celebrating its 50th Anniversary with 

around 100 people spending a weekend of paddling, camping, socialising and reminiscing over a full 

weekend at the Brady’s slalom 

course.  The DCC was a founding 

member of Paddle Tasmania and 

a number of the DCC’s founding 

members were able to attend. 

Glorious weather, warm water 

and a high lake level meant 

almost anyone able to hold a 

paddle, from tiny children up, 

was able to enjoy time on the 

water.  

Paddle Week 2021 also occurred 

in January and was again a huge 

success with over 100 paddlers 

from across the state (and from 

interstate) enjoying water 

releases at a variety of venues 

including Forth, Mersey, King 

River, Brady’s and Cataract Gorge. Paddle Tasmania congratulates the Tamar Canoe Club and Geoff 

MacQueen on the continued success of this initiative.  

At a State level, Paddle Tasmania resumed its strong paddle education program, ultimately running 

20 Paddle Australia Qualifications Scheme (PAQS) courses with 125 participants, 26 of whom undertook 

Instructor level courses. We also provided a further two coaching courses for 8 participants.  

Youth programs continued to expand through the DCC’s Slalom Stingers program and a primary school 

targeted “Paddle Discovery” initiative. Specific Come and Try programs for older paddlers have been 

run successfully, helping bring both young and more mature paddlers into the sport. The Tasmanian 

Canoe Club has implemented a Kayak School model to give new paddlers a longer introduction to 

paddling than a traditional, short Come and Try program, with the intent that the greater support will 

translate to greater retention in the sport and conversion to Memberships. 

For Canoe Polo, Tamar Canoe Club has secured access to a flatwater Canoe Polo site which is enabling 

greater training and competition opportunities and reducing the cost and restrictions imposed by hiring 

indoor swimming pool facilities.  The club is also providing a strong pathway for Canoe Polo and has a 

Paddlers on the Brady’s course – Geoff MacQueen 
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healthy junior and senior teams who had hoped to play at the National Championships but were 

thwarted by COVID.  

In relation to paddling facilities, the Tasmanian Canoe Club has continued work the Club’s Forth canoe 

course to improve in-water features and the overall usability of the site. The Tasmanian Canoe Club has 

also negotiated with Parks Tasmania for works to remove log hazards from the Mersey whitewater 

course, improving useability and safety.  

Similarly, Derwent Canoe Club has continued work at the Brady’s Lake Whitewater Course, making the 

course safer and more useable, as well as re-establishing flood damaged training facilities at Broken 

Bridge.  

Paddle Tasmania has continued its project to develop a business case for establishing play wave sites 

on rivers around Tasmania with initial demand research completed and cost benefit analysis underway.  

Paddle Tasmania thanks clubs for their support and financial commitment to this project.  

Tasmania has maintained a strong position in both Slalom and Canoe Polo. In slalom Tasmania 

supported one Olympic Slalom Team athlete (Daniel Watkins), two other Senior Australian Slalom Team 

representatives (Kate Eckhardt and Demelza Wall) and junior slalom representation at national team 

and development squad level. In Canoe Polo and a number of Tasmanian paddlers were selected for 

the Oceania Canoe Polo Championships which unfortunately did not proceed due to COVID.  

Paddle Tasmania has also supported Clubs 

to better use the GoMembership Events 

and Membership functions to achieve 

more efficient club administration and 

ensure greater income through better 

event entry systems and control of non-

member entries. All clubs and Paddle 

Tasmania maintain strong financial 

positions.  

Through 2020-21 a number of 

environmental initiatives have been 

implemented by Clubs and Paddle 

Tasmania. The Derwent Canoe Club 

partnered with an NRM group to 

progressively remove willow infestations 

from the Tyenna River in Southern 

Tasmania – the Paddling Willow Warriors 

– whilst the Tamar Canoe Club developed a proposal to improve the environmental flow regime in the 

South Esk River through Cataract Gorge. This “Variable Flow Proposal” has been adopted by Paddle 

Tasmania and is being promoted to the Launceston City Council, NRM groups and Hydro Tasmania who 

control flows in this section of the river.  

Paddle Tasmania has also engaged with a new body – the Tasmanian Rivers Alliance – to promote 

improved water management for the environment in Tasmania’s rivers which are affected by hydro-

electric generation operations and diversions and increasingly by irrigation extractions. We continue to 

engage with Hydro Tasmania to increase river flows for both paddling which also has environmental 

benefits and Paddle Tasmania is part of the formal review of the Mersey Water Management Plan being 

conducted by the Department of Primary Industry, Parks, Water and Environment.  

The Tasmanian Canoe Club has also continued its engagement with the Mersey Catchment 

Management Committee to improve management of the Mersey/Forth water catchment, and with 

Parks Tasmania regarding management of the Mersey Whitewater course.  

Paddle Tasmania continues to engage with key state stakeholders including Hydro Tasmania, which 

provides regular controlled water releases for four of our significant paddling venues (Forth, Mersey, 

Brady’s and Broken Bridge) and several releases each year on Cataract Gorge. We also have maintained 

engagement with Parks Tasmania through the Tasmanian Canoe Club. Parks Tasmania manages the 

Mersey Forest Reserve and the Whitewater course flowing through it and the Tasmanian Canoe Club 

have commenced discussions on a formal Memorandum of Understanding regarding our use of the site.  

Maddy Davies Surfing the King Wave – Isaac Carter 
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Over 2020-21 Paddle Tasmania has also worked with the commercial paddle industry, in particular with 

the rafting industry to develop raft-guide training and to increase river-rescue training following the 

exit from this area of TAFE Tasmania. We have also worked with the West Coast Council to develop 

training in their area to support the growing whitewater rafting industry on the West Coast.  

In 2021-22 Paddle Tasmania will focus on maintaining a comprehensive statewide calendar so all 

paddlers can easily know what activities are available and when and also progress the redevelopment 

of Paddle About Tasmania – our guide to Tasmanian rivers. We will also further develop our Paddle 

Education program offerings, including to help meet the paddle industry’s needs. This will be coupled 

with a focus on making course fees better reflect the costs of delivery, including our administrative 

costs to improve the long-term sustainability of these activities.  

Advancing the River Wave projects research components will also a high priority to enable business 

cases to be put to local and State Government and land and water managers for infrastructure 

developments. Our focus on river health and water flows for recreation and the environment will 

continue through our membership of the Tasmanian Rivers Alliance and other catchment and water 

reviews.  

On an administrative level, we will also pursue reforming our Constitution to ensure it is fully aligned 

with state legislation via the state’s Model Rules, and review our staffing with a view to engaging a 

Development Officer to support the Board and to provide support to clubs whose Executive have to 

operate in an increasingly bureaucratic environment with increasing requirements and responsibilities. 

If we can find a way to lighten that load I’m sure it will be appreciated. 

PADDLE TASMANIA BOARD 2020-21 

Paddle Tasmania has maintained a strong and active Board and has conducted almost monthly Board 

Meetings throughout 2020-21 via ZOOM. Board members also participated in a number of video 

conferences with the Paddle Australia Board and Executive through the year  

Elected Members 

John Borojevic (DCC) – Chair Nic Wilson (TasCC) – Secretary  

Susan Hodgman (DCC)   Jill Dassing (TasCC) 

Adam Dickenson (Tamar CC)  

Appointed (Independent) Members 

Maddy Davies Steve Henty (Treasurer) 
 

Life Members 

Peter Hall (Deceased) Bob Boocock 

Tony Gaiswinkler (Deceased) Andrea McQuitty 

Geoff Walker Robin Walker 

Jason Dicker  

MEMBERSHIP 

Despite COVID impacts Membership actually increased, possibly as people gained a renewed 

appreciation of the importance of social engagement and belonging, but also due to the strong calendar 

of events and activities put in place by Clubs. At 30 June 2021 Paddle Tasmania’s clubs had 458 

members, up from the 432 at June 2020.   

Club Male 18+ Male <18 Female 18+ Female <18 Total 2020-21 Total 2019-20 

Derwent Canoe Club 93 18 44 8 163 107 

Tamar Canoe Club 52 6 20 0 78 76 

Tasmanian Canoe Club 56 5 21 3 85 70 

Launceston Paddling Club 4 0 2 0 6 19 

Tasmanian Sea Canoeing Club 71 0 42 0 113 104 

Direct 7 0 5 1 13 50 

TOTALS 303 29 134 12 458 432 

PAQS Instructors, Guides and Assessors 2020-21           164 2019-20             168 
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Our thanks are extended to Hydro Tasmania for the all-important water releases; to Sport and 

Recreation and Tourism Tasmania for their Grant Funding; and to Parks Tasmania for their ongoing 

support of the Mersey Regional Forest Reserve’s paddling facilities. Without the support of these 

sponsors and of the extensive network of volunteers much of our recreation, education, training and 

events would not be possible.  

AWARDS 

This year saw the first of what are intended to be an Annual Awards program for the state to feed into 

the national Paddle Australia Awards. We started with three Awards and at our AGM in September 

2020 the following Award recipients were recognised:  

Volunteer of the Year Russell Horton  

Club Coach of the Year Matt Dalziel  

Instructor/Guide of the Year Vicki Bonwick (and Paddle Australia Award Winner) 

Vicki went on to be awarded Paddle Australia’s Instructor/Guide of the Year in recognition of her 

significant volunteer input to improving the skills and safety of local paddlers, her attention to detail 

and to continuous improvement, and due to the high praise she received from her course participants. 

It is a National Award that is well deserved. Congratulations Vicki.  

Finally – I intend to stand aside at this AGM after what I think is 18 years on the Paddle Tasmania Board 

(2004?), 17 years of which I was Chair (thanks to Jason Dicker twisting my arm!).  My thanks are 

extended not only to the current Paddle Tasmania Board but also all past Board Members over this 

time, and our tireless Development Officer, Sandra Kent (and her predecessors Sue and Andrea), and  

also to all Club Commodores and Executive and all the volunteers too numerous to mention  who make 

our clubs function.  

 

John Borojević 

Chair - Paddle Tasmania 

 

 
2021 Paddle Week Hydro Tasmania Cataract Xtreme Race – John Silberberg 
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REPORTS  

PADDLE TASMANIA DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION PROGRAM  

Sandra Kent – Paddle Tasmania Development Officer  

The year has presented some challenges with course delivery due to COVID, with interstate paddlers 

needing to withdraw, which has been disappointing for them and us. However, our instructors have 

been wonderful in ensuring COVID compliance as have our clubs and members. Thank you.  

Many thanks also to all of the assessors and instructors who have delivered courses for us over the past 

twelve months. Our education season started with a Flatwater Sit-On-Top  course delivered by Jason 

Dicker with 4 attending and 2 passing. From that small beginning we ran 20 courses through the Paddle 

Australia Qualifications Scheme (PAQS). 

Significantly, this year has seen the new Whitewater Instructor Packraft course developed and included 

in the PAQS system. We thank Mark Oates and Dan Hall for their work in getting this qualification 

together. We are hoping to run more of these courses in the future. 

There was however, a disappointing take-up of our offer to the clubs to support members to gain their 

coaching qualifications. Only eight places were enrolled with three of those bein  the same person and 

only two people having finished one of their courses. All participants were from Derwent Canoe Club 

with one exception. 

Paddle Tasmania Education Program 2020-21 

Course Date Participants No. Passed/Awarded 

FW SOT 25-26/7/20 4 2 

WW Kayak Training 24-26/8/20 4 2 

WW River Rescue 2 29-30/8/20 9 4 

Kayak Skills Training 19-20/9/20 10 - 

WW RR 2 31/10-1/11/20 9 5 

Intermediate WW Packraft 5-6/11/20 4 - 

Intermediate WW Packraft 7-8/11/20 15 - 

Paddle Discovery Ulverstone Primary 16/11/20 14 - 

Coastal Guide SOT 27-28/11/20 3 1 

55+ Come and Try North 28/11/20 4 - 

WW RR 1 5/12/20 5 - 

FW Instructor 10-11/12/20 5  

55+ Come and Try South 12/12/20 10 - 

WW RR1 6/3/20 3 - 

FW Instructor 13-14/3/20 6 3 

WW Instructor 11/4 2 1 

Sea Instructor 17-18/4/20 6  

FW Instructor 5-6/5/20 3 3 

WW RR2 22-23/5/20 6 1 

WW Instructor Packraft 26-27/6/20 5 2 

20 Courses run this financial year  125 24 
 

Coaching Courses 

Course Participants No. Passed/Awarded 

Introduction to Coaching 5 2 

Foundation Coach Slalom 3 - 
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Jen MacGibbon, Advanced Packrafting Course – Lea River – Mark Oates 

 

It is a government requirement that all volunteers and workers have A Working with Vulnerable People 

card. Paddle Tas have also been entering all volunteer details into the state-run registry. Clubs can run 

their own or they can opt to provide Paddle Tasmania with their volunteers name and number and we 

can enter them. This means that if Paddle Tasmania is engaging someone the club can rest assured that 

they are complying with requirements in this area. If they are unsure, they can email us and we can 

check for them if someone is registered. 

Throughout the financial year the Development Officer has been working with Paddle Australia to 

streamline the PAQS system, and coaching and to provide a register and support for officials of our 

sport. One area that is being investigated is to provide one login for our club members and 

instructors/guides/coaches and officials who current exist in two separate databases. 

Much of the DO time throughout the year, outside of working on PAQS, has been in providing input at 

the State Paddling Associations (SPAs) monthly meetings. These meetings keep each state current and 

aligned as we work towards our Operational Plan and the Strategic Plan. Paddle Tasmania reports on a 

quarterly basis to PA and half yearly and yearly to Community Sports and Recreation. 

As at 30 June 2021 Paddle Tasmania had 168 qualified Guides, Instructors and Assessors 

 Male Female 
Total 

30 June 2021 

Total  

30 June 2020 

Qualified Assessors  10 1 11 12 

Qualified Instructors 74 29 103 99 

Senior Instructors 8 0 8 8 

Registered Guides 30 12 42 49 

TOTAL 122 42 164 168 

Source – Paddle Australia Qualifications Scheme database 
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TASMANIAN SEA CANOEING CLUB  

Bill Reynolds - Commodore 

Looking over previous Annual reports the club was once a small, tight knit community, but now with 

such large membership one could pass a member in the street and not know them. This growth and 

change in membership raises the dilemma of what sort of trips to hold and when, as it seems some 

members will only use the club occasionally within their busy life demands.  

The recurring theme is to get 

members paddling and to improve 

their skills. It seems nothing 

changes. At a recent club meeting 

we had an open discussion of what 

club members are looking for. Of 

course, it was only regular members 

at the meeting and it is hard to draw 

any meaningful conclusions.  

Perhaps a grim truth is that if you 

took any random group of twenty 

members and tried to find a 

common time and place for a 

paddle you would be lucky to find 

two.  

I have been paddling regularly both 

on day and overnight trips and 

membership involvement comes 

down to a pretty hardcore group. 

However, I have been doing 

introduction days on the basis of 

being proactive and contacting new 

members and asking what when 

would suit them. The figures from Paddle Australia who now provide our membership system show 34 

new members and 88 renewing members. The good news lies in the 34 new members – many of these 

new members are young (compared to our demographic) and express keenness to get into paddling. 

This increase in new members should create demand for basic trips which in turn will put pressure on 

our coordinators. The development of new coordinators is an ongoing club responsibility.  

As our membership grows there is a need to maintain social interaction. Apart from bi-monthly 

meetings the two main social functions are the Mid-Winter Festival held at Maria Island and the 

Christmas Gathering held at White Beach. Both were a great success and of particular interest was the 

talk by members Tim and Lynne of their Canadian West Coast sea kayaking trip.  

This year was interrupted by the “virus” which thankfully only caused minor inconvenience. All our trips 

were halted over this period as well as the Tuesday and Wednesday evening social paddles.  Having re-

commenced, these have since grown in popularity to the point that additional Coordinator support is 

required.   

We have been adjusting to our affiliation with Paddle Tasmania and Paddle Australia and Sandra Kent 

from Paddle Tasmania has always been most helpful and supportive. I attended their 2020 AGM which 

was interesting from the point of view of whitewater clubs and their continual battle for access to rivers 

and water in them. We face similar challenges with growing fish-farms crowding our waterways and 

increasing coastal camping controls. At least we always have water.  

Any club can only function on the enthusiasm of its members. To the trip Coordinators who are the 

workface of the club and to the members who remain active and are prepared to participate I say a 

heartfelt thankyou. And finally a sincere thankyou to your committee who have worked so hard this 

year and given me so much support. 

 

The late Tony Gaiswinkler, TSCC and Paddle Tasmania Life Member 
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TAMAR CANOE CLUB   

Phil Wadley – Commodore 

The Club currently has 91 members which is slightly up from last year. The Club continues with sound 

financial status, which enables support for new equipment and events. 

Over the last year members of the Tamar Canoe Club have enjoyed a range of paddling activities 

including kayaking on many rivers in Tasmania, playing canoe polo and flat-water racing at Hadspen on 

the South Esk River. The Club also took the lead in organising the very successful “Paddle Week” and 

the Hydro Tasmania Cataract Gorge Extreme Race. 

The 2021 winter polo roster attracted 57 players competing each week of the 21-week season. A new 

format of three divisions was 

introduced this year to better cater for 

the diverse range of skills and on-

water coaching adopted to help the 

new division-3 players learn the game. 

The Tasmanian Canoe Polo teams 

incorporating players from both 

Tamar and Derwent Canoe Clubs were 

once again disappointed to find the 

National Canoe Polo Championships 

cancelled due to COVID. A local 

competition involving the state teams 

(Junior, Youth, Masters, Women’s) 

and teams made up of players from 

around the state, was fiercely 

contested and enjoyed by all.  

Flat water racing was held again last summer at Hadspen on the South Esk River. Weekly races ran from 

November to March. Approximately 30 paddlers competed over the series. The race series was 

sponsored by Paddle and Ski. A fun, social but competitive-enough event for all participants. Event 

organiser, Adam Rolls did a fantastic job juggling racing and kids. 

There continues to be lots of good grade 

1-4 white water kayaking trips. These 

outings have no fixed schedule and are 

organised weather dependent on an ad 

hoc basis by club members who like 

white water kayaking. On average 5-10 

Tamar paddlers (plus members of other 

clubs) attend the trips. The club has seen 

a small increase in white water 

enthusiasts and built on a solid basis of 

paddlers of all age and skill levels. 

Paddle Week 2021 was run between the 

19th and 26th January, with 2 days of 

releases on each of Mersey below 

Rowallan, King River, Woodwards Canal 

(Bradys), and Cataract Gorge. There was 

a great turn-out this year, with over 100 

paddlers at the Mersey which included a 

significant interstate contingent despite 

travel concerns over COVID. Surfing the 

King River waves was ever popular, and 

several groups made the full trip down 

to Macquarie Harbour.  

Woodward’s Canal (Brady’s) seems to 

be more popular each year. There were 

about 80 paddlers at Brady’s, which 

Tas Polo Coach Jon Purtell in action 

2021 Paddle Week Cataract Xtreme Race – John Siberberg 
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once again included a significant amount of interstate paddlers. The final two days were on ever-

popular Cataract Gorge in Launceston. To decide some recent discussions about optimum Cataract 

Gorge flow, 35 cumecs was released on the first day and 30 cumecs was released on the second day. 

Consensus by all was that 35 cumecs was better, cleaning up some of the lines without being too pushy. 

Fingers crossed that Hydro are willing to provide this higher flow in future releases. 

Paddle Week culminated with the Hydro Tasmania Cataract Gorge Extreme Race. There were 12 high 

quality competitors including 2 from interstate. Unfortunately, 5 other interstate competitors decided 

to pull out due to COVID travel concerns. In a departure from previous years, the final heat of 4 paddlers 

was replaced with individual time trials. Daniel Watkins and Hamish Dalziel arrived within 0.01 seconds 

of each other and shared first place, each taking home $450 prize money. Two-time winner Dan Hall 

took third place and $300, and Blake Miller fourth place and $200. An estimated 200 people turned out 

to spectate from the banks and gorge walkway, providing some good atmosphere for the race. 

 

DERWENT CANOE CLUB   

Peter Eckhardt – Commodore  

2020-21 has been another active year, despite the COVID challengers. We have had many activities 

across all disciplines of the club. Our membership has grown to approximately 160 members. Highlights 

include:  

o The Club’s 50th Anniversary celebrated with a Paddle Fest at Brady’s Lake with around 100 

people in attendance and most disciplines involved, 

o Introduction of the Recruitment Coach role on a part time contractor basis (Kieren Black), 

o Summer and winter series ski races in partnership with NLK, 

o Resumption of canoe polo for two rosters of 10 weeks each, 

o Boater Cross event at Brady’s in association with Tamar Canoe Club’s Paddle Week, 

o Slalom team representation on national teams and squads. 

 

We now have 27 Junior, 127 Senior and nine volunteer members for a total of 163 members. This is a 

45% increase on the previous year and as high as it’s been for many years – possibly our largest 

membership ever! 

Our Ocean Racing paddlers successfully ran a summer series of six races with about 30 competitors at 

each race. This was the first time that a series in this format has been run and was in partnership with 

Next Level Kayaking (NLK). For the events, NLK took on the entry administration and promotion and the 

club took responsibility for rescue and timing and shared promotion. There have been about 50 

paddlers at each race so far. 

After a year of recess due to 

COVID Canoe Polo came 

back for two rosters of ten 

weeks. The adult roster had 

six teams and the pool 

training to teach skills such 

as eskimo-rolling on these 

evenings has also been very 

popular. Dave Marshall and 

Gabrielle Balon have been 

the leaders of this club 

activity.  

This year saw the ongoing 

success of the Paddling Pals 

and Pizza’s in the daylight 

savings months. A typical 

evening would see 5 to 10 

paddlers enjoying a social 

paddle and meal after. The year also saw ongoing success for the U3’s river trips with one trip scheduled 

per month across almost the whole year. 

Dan Watkins, Men’s C1, Tokyo Olympics 
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For Slalom, COVID unfortunately impacted all international and most interstate travel. But local slalom 

activities continued with regular training and weekend events. Highlights include: 

 Dan Watkins being selected to the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Team, 

 Kate Eckhardt, Demelza Wall (reserve) and Dan Watkins re-selected to the 2020 national 

senior slalom team, 

 Hamish Dalziel re-selected onto the national junior team, 

 All of these team paddlers and Hugh Clements are members of the TIS Slalom Program, 

which continues to provide strength and conditioning sessions and support for travel for 

these paddlers, 

 Hugh Clements, Claire Clements and Hamish Dalziel are members of the national 

development squad, 

 An ongoing slalom program supported by Paddle Aus and the TIS,  

 Slalom Stingers (junior slalom program) has been a great success, and 

 Running three Mersey River slalom and recreational paddling weekends. 

We also received $10,600 of pathways funding primarily for slalom program coaching support, 

equipment, and site development. We have constructed 20 new floating gates for the Broken Bridge 

and arranged for John Felton (an international artificial course design expert) to provide options for 

further Brady’s Lake development. We are expecting to undergo works in November this year. 

The club continues to be in a strong financial position with an average balance of funds at about $70,000. 

We are turning over in excess of $30,000 a year but only had a $46.00 operating surplus for the year 

due to infrastructure upgrades and equipment purchases. For example, we purchased $7,000 worth of 

slalom boats and paddles for the Stingers program.  

To help manage event payments and improve cashflow and administration, we now have a “Square” 

device. This is a Credit Card reader and now enables payments to be made remotely by activity 

attendees (e.g., entry fees) provided there is internet coverage. This has substantially improved entry 

and fee collecting arrangements for our event volunteers and the club’s Treasurer.   

 

TASMANIAN CANOE CLUB    

Rob Van Tholen – Commodore  

The year started off rather shakily with challenges presented by the COVID pandemic and Hydro 

Tasmania forecasting extended outages at Paloona Dam, affecting paddling opportunities at our Forth 

course, but overall it has been another successful year for the club. 

During the year there were 

several Come and Try days 

organised by Russell Horton with 

a good level of attendance by 

both club helpers and novices. 

The first “Forth Kayak School” 

was also run over 2 weekends 

with a number of keen 

participants. Several of the 

participants have gone on to 

attend a number of other 

activities organised by the club. 

There has been a continuation of 

improvement works at our club 

grounds. The new rope fence on 

the road boundary looks 

excellent and makes it easier for 

people to identify where we are 

located.  Additional boulders have been bought for repairs to the river area. We are just awaiting an 

opportunity for an excavator to place them in position. Preliminary design work has been commenced 

to restore slalom facilities to Forth.   

Paddlers Enjoying First Drop at the Mersey – Geoff MacQueen 
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We once again ran the Lea extreme race. Travel restrictions due to COVID resulted in virtually no 

interstate paddlers (except for one caught in the state) but it was extremely well attended by Tassie 

paddlers. The race organisers led by Daniel Harris did a great job in ensuring the day’s events ran 

smoothly with enjoyment for all participants. We cut down the evening meal to simple BBQ food and 

successfully employed COVID-safe food handling procedures. The event was a great success. 

The club was also recognised as a joint recipient of the Paddle Australia President’s award for its 

involvement in the Australian Whitewater Grand Prix with the Lea Race. The Grand Prix has come about 

largely due to the efforts of Daniel Harris. Harry put forward the original idea and worked with the other 

clubs to link the Lea, North Esk and Snowy extreme races.  

The sea kayaking “paddling pirates” have continued being active with a coastal paddle being 

undertaken on most weeks during the year. Thanks to Bruce for being the “captain” of this group. 

There has been plenty of paddling happening during the year by paddlers at all levels, particularly 

during the more recent heavy rain periods. 

Lastly, after 7 years as Commodore, I am stepping down to give others a chance to help progress the 

club. I have enjoyed my time at the helm and am happy with the positive changes in the club that I have 

been able to be part of. I would particularly like to thank the members of the committee and club who 

have put in so much effort over the years to help improve the club and make my role easy.  

In particular I would like to thank Russell Horton for the energy and enthusiasm he has brought to all 

areas of the club and the effort he has devoted to ensuring that paddling opportunities are identified 

and organised. Phil Tregurtha also deserves special mention, not just for his continued role as treasurer, 

but mainly for the effort he has put into grounds and machinery maintenance. Without his involvement 

the grounds would not be in the great condition they are at the moment. 

While I have singled out Russell and Phil, they are not the only ones who have made this a great club. 

Every member who has helped out or turned up to club activities deserves special mention for their 

effort. I thank each and every one of you. 

 

  

Another idyllic day at Forth 
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